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Negative in Saniyo-Hiyewe 

Ron Lewis 

1 Introduction 
Negation is a language Universal. All languages have some way of expressing 

negative concepts. However, the way in which language coveys negation is as varied as 
language itself. Negation can be marked by an independent particle placed in any 
position in the clause. It can be a one, two or three part particle in the clause. Negation 
can be marked as an affix on the verb. It can be marked on nouns, pronouns, verbs, 
modifiers. A negative concept can be inherent in the meaning of certain words. 
Negatives can function as interjections and contra-expectation conjunctions. They can 
be used as “attention getters” or vocal pauses. 

In clause word order typology “there are six logically possible orders of the three 
clausal elements subject, object and verb: SOV, SVO, VSO, VOS, OVS, OSV.” (Dryer, 
p. 94) There are documented languages of each of the above clause types, however, 
OVS and OSV are quite rare. 

In the sampling of languages which have the SVO clause type, the negative occurs in 
each of the four possible positions. 

Table11 

Position of negatives in SVO language, 
Number of languages (number of families in parentheses) 

 NEGSVO 4 (3)  
 SNEGVO 47 (13)  
 SVNEGO 3 (1)  
 SVONEG 13 (4)  

 Total 67 (15)  
 

                                           
1 Dryer, Matthew S. 1988. p.94. 
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In SOV languages, of which Saniyo-Hiyewe is one, the negative occurs 
predominately in either preverbal or post verbal position. Negatives which occur pre-
subject and post-subject do occur, but are relatively rare. 

Table 22 

Position of negative in SOV languages 
Number of languages (number of families in parenthesis) 

 NEGSOV 8 (5)  
 SNEGOV 6 (3)  
 SONEGV 39 (15)  
 SOVNEG 64 (18)  

 Total 117 (23)  
 

In verb initial languages, most if not all placed the negative before the verb. Dryer 
noted that in several languages in his samples, there was some discrepancy as to where 
the negative was placed. 

Table 33 

Position of negatives in verb-initial languages, 
Number of languages (number of families in parenthesis) 

 NEGVSO 34 (10)  NEGVOS 8 (6)  
 VNEGSO 0 (0)  VNEGOS 0 (0)  
 VSNEGO 0 (0)  VONEGS 0 (0)  
 VSONEG 0 (0)  VOSNEG 0 (0)  

 

1.1 Negation in Saniyo-Hiyewe 
The Saniyo-Hiyewe Language falls into Dryer’s Clause typology as a SOVNEG 

Language. However, negation in Saniyo-Hiyewe is a complex phenomenon. Not only 
do the Saniyo have two forms of negative particles on the verb phrase, they have two 
prohibitive particles and one inability suffix. They have three negative interjections, one 

                                           
2 Dryer, Matthew S. 1988. p.96. 
3 Dryer, Matthew S. 1988. p.97. 
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of which is used as contra expectation conjunction. Nouns, pronouns and modifiers can 
also be made negative. 

The basic way to mark negative in Saniyo Hiyewe is to place the negative particle 
ta’ama immediately following the final inflected verb stem in a serial verb construction. 

 (1) Meni ape fe nei tou opai-ye ta’ama. 
  Man DEM pig shoot cut cook-PST NEG. 

 ‘That man did not shoot, cut up, or cook the pig.’ 

An alternative way of expressing basic negation is by using ta’ame which is a 
variation of ta’ama. Ta’ame occurs immediately following the final verb stem of a non 
inflected seriel verb construction. 

 (2) Ane peri wawero a’i au te’e fiyari ta’ame. 
  1S talk false  mdmkr dir speak scatter NEG. 

 ‘I did not speak forth abroad a false talk.’ 

We are considering ta’ama and ta’ame as particles rather than auxiliaries, because 
they do not seem to been derived from a historical “pure” verb. They are not inflected 
in any way like the present verbs. They do not change in their form as the verbs are 
inflected. 

A third way of marking clause negation is by the suffix –rowata on the final verb of 
a serial verb construction. This implies inability to perform an action. The suffix can be 
analysed as a combination of the distant future marker –rowa, and –ta a reduced form of 
the basic negative marker ta’ama. 

 (3) Ane uwei-rowa-ta. 
  1S walk-FUT-inabil 

 ‘I will be unable to walk.’ 

Other types of negative which I shall discuss in this paper are two types of 
prohibitives and three negative interjections. 
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2 The Saniyo Hiyewe language 

2.1 Location and People 
The Saniyo Hiyewe language is spoken by approximately 1000 people living in the 

swamps and foothills of the upper middle Sepik river along the banks of the Wogamush 
River and its tributaries, between the April and Leonhard Schultze Rivers. The Saniyo 
Hiyewe people are a sago based hunting and gathering society. 

Basically the Saniyo Hiyewe language is divided into two dialects. The Saniyo 
dialect with an approximate population of 500 speakers inhabits the eastern part of the 
language. Seven villages comprise the Saniyo dialect. In the Eastern extreme along the 
banks of the lower April River is Pukapuki. The village of Hanasi is situated at the head 
water of a small tributary of the Wogamush river. Sarunapi is located the Nekek river 
two hours off the Wogamush. Moropote is a large village formed after the building of 
the Moropote Airstrip. The hamlets of Potinapi and Worunapi abandoned their 
traditional sites to live at the Airstrip. Mapuwa is located at the head waters of the 
Mapuwa River. Ipawesome is locatd at the mouth of the Mapuwa as it joins the 
Wogamush. Sio is a large village situated on the lower Wogamush River. 

The Hiyewe dialect also with approximately 500 speakers comprise seven village on 
the western part of the language area. Wekiyawe, Yaputawi, and Sowano are villages 
situated on the banks of the Wogamush River. Mapisi is built around the Maposi airstrip 
off the Hewa River.  

Sa’owe is situated on a tributary of the Mapuwa river. Niyeiri is on a small tributary of 
Hewe and Nikiyei is located along the banks of Middle Leonhard Schultze River. 
Because of the geographical spread of the villages, dialect chaining becomes a 
prominant feature. Each village has a slightly different dialect from its neighbor. The 
two extreme villages, Nikiyei on the Leonhard Schultze River and Pukapuki on the 
April River are linguistically the farthest apart. 

Villages situated in the center of the language group which share the dialect boundary 
are closely related. 
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2.2 Linguistic information 
The Saniyo-Hiyewe language is classed as a SOV(neg) language (Dryer, 1988. p. 96) 

Genitive constructions are post positional. It has a complex verb serialization structure, 
where as many as five verb stems can occur in a string to define a particular concept. 

2.2.1 Serial verbs 

There are two basic types of Serial verb constructions, those which convey sequential 
actions and those which convey a single concept. 

 (4) Meni ape fe aite erasi nei tou opai eneya-ye. 
  Man DEM pig male big shot cutup cooked eat-PST 

 ‘That man shot, cut up cooked and ate the big pig.’ 

 (5) Ane peri  no     wanu tote anite tawesi 
  1S talk  2S.POSS   hear think hold to embrace 

  umasi-te-ye. 
  follow-per-PST 

 ‘I believe your talk.’ 

 (6) Ane one  towe  siye te’e-siya 
  1S banana leaf    see  talk-PRES.PROG. 

 ‘I am reading the banana leaf.’ 

Each verb stem in this construction can and will stand alone, along with its appropriate 
affixation. The serial construction lacks any coordinating suffix or coordinating 
conjunctive particle. In a serial construction, tense, aspect and negation obligatorially 
cover the entire series. There are a few verb roots which are used in a serial verb 
construction which could be considered auxillary verbs. Au ‘give’ and ani ‘get’ are used 
in a serial construction to give direction to or away from the speaker.  

 (7) …au te’e fiyari areiye-ye 
  DIR speak scatter clearly-past 

 ‘…proclaim clearly’ 

 (8) Lowe nau ta’ase  hare lu taune werese au 
  3PL sago bread  fish men women all DIR  
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  noneti-ye. 
  distribute-PST 

 ‘They distributed the sago cakes and fish to all the men and women.’ 

 (9) Menitani ta niye  ani ere   asi-na-we. 
  Woman  i-art bilum DIR place  load-DUR-PST 

 ‘A woman got and loaded the bilum.’ 

Another auxilliary is the state of iro ‘make or do’. The primary meaning for iro is to 
remain or exist. 

 (10) Le omo Mapisi sato iro-siya. 
  3S place M.  here remain-PRES.PROG. 

 ‘He remains here at the villag eof Mapisi.’ 

 (11) Le wesi weriyei ape au iro winetai-ye 
  3S house old  DEM. DIR. Caus fall-PST 

 ‘He caused that old house to fall down.’ 

2.2.2 Compound verbs 

Compound verbs also occur in the Saniyo-Hiyewe language. They are distinct form 
the serialization of verb stems. The following examples show compound verb 
constructions. 

 (12) Hama ano ai-se-r-i 
  Hammer 1S.POSS come-INST-SEQ-go (imperative not marked) 

 ‘Go get and bring my hammer.’ 

 (13) Ane meni  ape aiye-t-ai. 
  1S  man   DEM see-SIM-come (past tense unmarked form) 

 ‘I saw the man coming.’ 

 (14) Ane meni   ape siye-r-ai. 
  1S man   DEM see-SEQ-come 

 ‘I came and saw that man.’ 

Another feature of the Saniyo-Hiyewe language which is appropriate in the 
discussion of negation is the verbalization of modifiers. Such modifier roots as wisere 
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can be verbalized by adding the verbalizer marker –ye to form an intransitive verb stem. 
The modifier marker a’i must occur with a modifier root when it functions as a 
modifier. When –ye is suffixed to a modifier root, it functions as a verb stem. Thus 
wisere a’i becomes a verb stem wisereye ‘to make good’. 

 (15) Meni wisere a’i ta 
  Man good  mkr i-art 

 ‘A good man’ 

Whereas 

 (16) Meni ape wisere a’i ne. 
  Man DEM good  MKR STAT. 

 ‘That man is good.’ 

and 

 (17) Meni ape wisera-ye-ye. 
  man DEM good-VB-PST 

 ‘That man did good.’ 

Or 

 (18) Ane God ma’e  au wisere-ye-siya. 
  1S God LOC  DIR good-VB-PRES.PROG. 

 ‘I give praise to God.’ 

Other modifiers which can be verbalized are atowa a’i ‘fearful’ which becomes 
atoweye, ‘to fear’, erasi a’i ‘big’ becomes erasiye ‘large’, aiwawe a’i ‘all the same’ 
becomes aiwaweye ‘it is all the same’ atahe a’i ‘near’ becomes ataheye ‘near’. 

 (19) Pasi atahe-ye-wa. 
  night near-VBMKR-PRES. 

 ‘Night is very close.’ 

A limited number of nouns also can be verbalized or made into modifiers in the same 
way. Such nouns as pasi ‘night’, mitai ‘dawn’, and esi ‘morning’ can be made into an 
intransitive verb stem by attaching the verbalizer marker –ye and can be made into a 
modifier by adding the particle a’i to the noun root. 
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 (20) Nowe mitai-ye-ye su, le wesi 
  time dawn-VERMKR-past tempcoord, 3S house  

  topo lo arunati. 
  own POSS left-O 

 ‘When dawn arrived, he left his own house.’ 

 (21) Nowe pasi a’i,  lowe   fe nau mene-yei. 
  Time night MODMKR 3PL   pig sago watch-IMM.FUT 

 ‘During the night time, they will watch for a pig at the sago log.’ 

3 Standard negation 
Standard negation as defined by John R. Payne is “that type of negation that can 

apply to most minimal and basic sentences.” 

3.1 Negation with tense: ta’ama 
The standard negation for the Saniyo-Hiyewe language is the negative Particle ta’ama. 
Thus the positive intransitive statement. 

 (22) Ane i-yei. 
  1S go-IMMFUT. 

 ‘I am going.’ 

as compared to the negative counterpart. 

 (23) Ane i-yei ta’ama. 
  1S go-IMM.FUT NEG 

 ‘I am not going.’ 

In the transitive clause the pattern is the same. 

 (24) Ane fe ape aine-ye. 
  1S pig DEM. hit-PST 

 ‘I hit that pig.’ 

And the negative counterpart is 
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 (25) Ane fe ape aine-ye ta’ama. 
  1S pig DEM. hit-PST NEG. 

 ‘I did not hit that pig.’ 

In the ditransitive clause 

 (26) Ane ma’aru ta meni ape ma’e au-we 
  1S money i-art man DEM. LOC give-PST 

 ‘I gave a money to that man.’ 

And the negative counterpart: 

 (27) Ane ma’aru ta meni ape ma’e  au-we ta’ama. 
  1S money i-art man DEM. LOC  give-PST NEG. 

 ‘I did not give a money to that man.’ 

On each of these forms the the verb stem is inflected for tense. 

3.1.1 Stative/equative negation. 

In the Stative/equative clauses the basic negation form occurs, replacing the particle 
ne ‘stative marker’ which optionally occurs in the positive stative clause. 

 (28) Wesi ape erasi a’i  ne. 
  house DEM. big MODMKR STAT.MKR. 

 ‘That house is big.’ 

The negative counterpart is 
 (29) Wesi ape erasi ta’ama. 

  house DEM big NEG. 

 ‘That house is not big.’ 

 (30) Ane lai   ne. 
  1S REFL  STAT. 

 ‘It is indeed I.’ 

 (31) Ane lai ta’ama. 
  1S REFL NEG 

 ‘It is indeed not I.’ 
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3.1.2 Noun and pronoun negation 

The basic negative form ta’ama also negates nouns and pronouns. 

 (32) Ane ta’arei siye meni ta’ama. 
  1S steal PER man NEG. 

 ‘I not a thief.’ 

3.2 Stem negation: ta’ame 
The second verbal negative particle ta’ame is a variation of the basic form. This form 

occurs following the final verb stem in a non-inflected serial verb construction. On 
these constructions there is no tense or aspect indicated on the stem. 

 (33) Ane hare ta-mo ani ta’ame. 
  1S fish i-art-PL get NEG. 

 ‘I did not get some fish.’ 

3.3 Inability: -rowata 
The inability construction is marked by the suffix –rowata. 

 (34) Ane i-rowa-ta. 
  1S go-DISTFUT-NEG 

 ‘I am unable to go.’ 

The inability suffix is constructed by adding the degenerated negative suffix –ta to 
the distant future tense marker –rowa. The inability concept has a irrealis modality. ‘I 
am unable to do it.’ The thing which is to be done has not yet been done. Where as in 
the past ‘I was unable to do it’ can just as clearly be expressed in the active voice. ‘I 
didn’t do it.’ For whatever the reason the thing to be done was not done. 

3.4 Summary 
Therefore in Saniyo-Hiyewe negatives, the basic verbal negative is the particle 

ta’ama. It is a non-inflected particle which fills the slot immediately following the final 
inflected verb stem in the serial verb construction. This form of negative is used when 
tense and aspect are critical to the context. In the construction where tense and aspect 
are not crucial, the form ta’ame is used. The inability concept is expressed by a verb 
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stem or serial verb construction with the suffix –rowata on the final verb stem. It has 
irrealis modality. 

4 Prohibitives 
In this section I will be discussing the prohibitive constructions. Prohibitives are 

expressed by the particle owe or owe ape in the pre-verbal position. Prohibitives using 
either of the above particles are in the imperative mode. 

 (35) Owe ape i-re 
  PROHIB go-IMP. 

 ‘Don’t go.’ 

 (36) Fene meni   ta  lo ma’aru owe ape atu  ta’arei ani-re. 
  2PL man   i-art  POSS money PROHIB  fight steal  get-IMP. 

  ‘Don’t use force and steal the man’s money!’ 

Another type of Prohibitive which occurs with nouns and modifiers is the particle 
sawa. It occurs in the post position of a noun phrase or modifier phrase. In every 
instance of this construction the imperative was indicated. 

 (37) Peri sawa! 
  talk PROH. 

 ‘shut up!’ 

 (38) Atowei sawa! 
  fear PROH. 

 ‘Don’t be afraid.’ 

Both of these examples are stronger than the normal prohibitive. 
A Third type of prohibitive exemplified by only one form. It is used in a gathering 

when someone is trying to speak. However, the din of conversation was making it 
impossible to hear what is being said. This utterance was voiced to quell the noise. It is 
more polite than the harsh Peri sawa! 

 (39) Peri ti-ta-ne! 
  talk fasten-NEG-EMPH. 

 ‘Fasten (your) talk!’ 
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5 Negative interjections 
There are three types of negative interjections ahowa, piyete and opiyai. Each of 

these particles can be and are used to give a negative response to a Yes/No question. 
Ahowa is by far the most common used for Yes/No question.  
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 (40) Ne ipo ma’e iyei  awere? 
  2S bush LOC go-IMMFUT questMKR? 

 ‘Are you going to the bush?’ 

The negative answer is:  
 (41) Ahowa. Ane ipo ma’e  iyei  ta’ama. 

  NEG.INJ 1S bush LOC  go-IMMFUT NEG. 

 ‘No. I am not going to the bush.’ 

Ahowa is also used as a contra expectation conjunction. 

 (42) Ane meni ape siyeye ta’ama. Ahowa, ane 
  1S man dem. see NEG. CONEXPE 1S 

  tani lo ma’e te’e-ye. 
  wife 3SPOSS LOC speak-PST 

 ‘I did not see that man. But I did speak to his wife.’ 

Both Piyete! and Opiyai! are used to emphasize the negative in the Yes/No question. 
Opiyai! means ‘by no means’ or ‘under no circumstances’. Piyete besides expressing the 
‘No!’ to a yes/no question also is used as an alternative negative. In the example: 

 (43) Ne ipo ma’e i-yei  awere? Piyete awere? 
  2S bush LOC go-IMMFUT QUESTMKR? NEG QUESTMKR. 

 ‘Are you going to the bush? Or Not?’ 

 (44) Ne sase   iro-siya  awere? 
  2S fish hook   stative-PRES.PROG QUESTMKR? 

 ‘Do you have any fish hooks?’ 

 (45) Piyete! 
  ‘No! ( I haven’t any) 

 (46) Ne ipari mene’e ano ta’arei ani-ye awere? 
  2S foreign bamboo my steal get-PST QUEST.MKR 

 ‘Did you steal my bush knife?’ 

 Opiyai! 

 ‘No way!’ 
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6 Conclusion 
The Saniyo-Hiyewe language is an SOVNEG language. Verb structure is a complex 

serialization. The basic negative particle ta’ama negates the entire string of verb stems 
when tense, aspect and mode is marked on the final verb stem. The negative particle 
follows the final inflected verb stem. A variation of the basic negative particle is ta’ame. 
It occurs in the position following the final verb stem of a serial verb structure which 
has no inflection on the final verb stem. I hypothesize that the non-inflected serial verb 
structure is non-focused background information. On the other hand, the serial verb 
structure with the final verb stem inflected is expressing factual events which have 
happened or will happen at a particular point in time. 

The inability marker –rowata is made up of the reduced negative form –ta and the 
distant future tense marker –rowa. It expresses the concept of the inability to perform an 
action. 

The prohibitive express the negative form of the imperative mode. Owe alternates 
freely with owe ape in the pre verb position. The verb stem is inflected with the 
imperative marker. The particle sawa is a special use prohibitive, expressing concepts 
such as ‘Don’t talk’ and ‘Don’t be afraid!’, but combining with a noun or a modifier 
rather than a verb. In both of these cases the message is very emphatic. There is no 
imperative marker on the stem. 

Of the negative interjections Ahowa is the most basic and common. It is used to 
answer negatively to a yes/no question. Also it is used as a contra expectation 
conjunction ‘but.’ Piyete also answers negatively to a yes/no question with slightly more 
emphasis that Ahowa. It is also used in a negative alternative question ‘Or not.’ Opiyai  
is the strongest of the negative answers to a yes/no question meaning ‘under no 
circumstances’ or ‘No way!’. 
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